Abstract. We systematize the study of reflection positivity in statistical mechanical models, and thereby two techniques in the theory of phase transitions: the method of infrared bounds and the chessboard method of estimating contour probabilities in Peierls arguments. We illustrate the ideas by applying them to models with long range interactions in one and two dimensions. Additional applications are discussed in a second paper.
Introduction
Among the recent developments in the rigorous theory of phase transitions have been the introduction of two powerful techniques motivated in part by ideas from constructive quantum field theory: the method of infrared bounds [10, 4] which provides the only presently available tool for proving that phase transitions occur in situations where a continuous symmetry is broken, and the chessboard estimate method of estimating contour probabilities in a Peierls' argument [14, 9] . This is the first of three papers systematizing, extending and applying these methods. In this paper, we present the general theory and illustrate it by considering phase transitions in one and two dimensional models with long range interactions. In II, [7] , we will consider a large number of applications to lattice models and in III, [8] some continuous models including Euclidean quantum field theories. Reviews of some of our ideas and those in [4, 9, 10, 14] can be found in [5, 6, 23, 27, 43] . An application can be found in [19] .
Three themes are particularly emphasized in these papers. The first, § §2-4, is the presentation of a somewhat abstract framework, partly for clarification (e.g. the tricks in [4] to handle the quantum antiferromagnet may appear more natural in the light of § §2, 3 below) but mainly for the extensions of the theory thereby suggested (e.g. the second theme below and the use, for classical systems, of reflections in planes containing sites: this idea, occurring already in [9] , will be critical for many of our applications, e.g. to the classical antiferromagnets in external field). The abstract framework also clarifies various limitations of the theory such as its present inapplicability to the quantum Heisenberg ferromagnets and its restriction to reflections in planes between lattice planes for quantum systems. The second theme is the extension of the methods beyond the nearest neighbor simple cubic models emphasized in [10, 4, 9] . It will turn out ( §3) that rather few additional short range interactions can be accomodated but that a larger variety of long range interactions can be treated. This extension will allow us ( §5) to recover and extend to suitable quantum models the results of Dyson [3] (resp. Kunz-Pfister [26] ) on long range one (resp. two) dimensional systems. It will also allow us (see II) to discuss a number of lattice Coulomb gases: for example, a "hard core model" where each site can have charge 0, +1 or -I will have two "crystal phases" for sufficiently low temperatures and large fugacity and, for sufficiently low temperatures and suitable fugacity, a third phase which can be thought of as a "plasma" or "gas" phase. Finally it will allow us to construct (see III) a two dimensional quantum field theory (a φ 4 perturbation of a generalized free field) with a spontaneously broken continuous symmetry.
For pair interactions, Hegerfeldt and Nappi [18] have proposed our sufficient condition for reflection positivity but they did not discuss the connection with phase transitions or the quantum case see also their footnote on p. 4 of their paper.
The final theme involves the development of an idea in [10, 5] for proving that phase transitions occur in a situation where there is no symmetry broken and thus no a priori clear value of external field or fugacity for the multiple phase point. In all cases, the value can be computed for zero-temperature and one shows that there are multiple phases at some nearby value for low temperature, although our methods do not appear to specify the value by any computationally explicit procedure. This technique, which we do not discuss until Paper II, allows us in particular to recover some results of Pirogov-Sinai [33] [34] [35] including the occurrence of transitions in the triangle model (ordinary Ising ferromagnet in external field but with an additional interaction K^σ ί θjσ k over all triples ijk where i and k are nearest neighbors of j in orthogonal directions) and the occurrence of three phases in the Fisher stabilized antiferromagnet in suitable magnetic field (ordinary Ising antiferromagnet but with additional next nearest neighbor ferromagnetic coupling). As another example we mention an analysis of some models of Ginibre, discussed by in the mean field approximation, with the property that at low temperatures there are an infinite number of external field values with multiple phases.
Next we want to make some remarks on the limitations, advantages and disadvantages of the reflection positivity (RP) methods. As regards the chessboard Peierls argument, it is useful to compare it with the most sophisticated Peierls type method that we know of, that of Pirogov-Sinai (PS method) [33] [34] [35] 20 ] (a comparison with the "naive" Peierls argument can be found in [27] ):
1) The most serious defect in the RP method is that the requirement of reflection positivity places rather strong restrictions on the interactions, especially for finite range interactions. For example, the PS analysis of the Fisher antiferromagnet would not be affected if one added an additional ferromagnetic coupling σfij for pairs ij with /-y' = (8, 10) (for example) while our argument would be destroyed no matter how small the coupling! More significantly, the RP analysis in this case requires that σ (0 0) σ (1 1} and σ (0 0) cr (1 _ 1} have equal couplings PS does not. Similarly in the triangle model, an RP argument requires the four kinds of triangles to have equal couplings while PS does not.
2) RP can handle certain, admittedly special, long range couplings, among them interactions of physical interest such as Coulomb monopole and dipole couplings. PS in its present form is restricted to finite range interactions.
3) Inherent in the PS method is the notion that one is looking at a system with a "finitely degenerate ground state". This is not inherent in the RP method: all that is important is that a finite number of specific periodic states have a larger internal energy per unit volume than the true ground states. In some cases, e.g. the antiferromagnet without Fisher stabilization, there is no practical difference since the finite number of states of importance in RP are among the infinitely many ground states that prevent the application of PS. However, there is a model (of a liquid crystal) with an infinitely degenerate ground state to which Heilmann and Lieb [19] have applied the RP method with success. This model has only two ground states in finite volume with suitable boundary conditions, but infinitely many ground states in the PS sense in infinite volume.
4) The PS method gives much more detailed information than the RP method on the manifold of coexisting phases. For example in the Fisher antiferromagnet, there is, for T small, an external field, μ(Γ), near the computable number μ(0), so that there are three (or more) phases at that value of T and μ. PS obtain continuity of μ(T) in T while RP does not, but shows only that μ(T)-»μ(0) as T^O.
5) While neither PS nor we have tried hard to optimize the lower bounds on transition temperatures, it seems reasonably clear that RP methods would produce better bounds.
6) PS require the number of values that a given spin takes to be finite. RP methods effortlessly extend to models like the anisotropic classical Heisenberg model (see [9] ). 7) PS can only handle classical models, at least in its present version. RP methods can handle certain quantum models quite efficiently (see [9] ). 8) RP works most naturally for states with periodic boundary conditions. This can occasionally be awkward. 9) PS obtain the exact number of phases at the maximum phase points while RP only yields a lower bound. This difference is probably not intrinsic, and RP methods could probably be combined with [11] to yield the exact number of phases.
10) To our, admittedly biased, tastes the RP method seems considerably simpler than the PS method.
As regards the infrared bounds method, there is no comparable method with which to compare it, but we note it is most unfortunate that the only available method for proving phase transitions depends so strongly on reflection positivity. We mention two examples to illustrate this remark: 1) In [10] , it is proven that the classical Heisenberg ferromagnet with nearest neighbor interaction has a phase transition for a simple cubic lattice. The methods of § §2-4 easily extend this result to face centered cubic and many other lattices, but not to the body centered cubic lattice. This remains an open problem.
2) There has been some discussion recently (see [36] and references therein) of an intriguing model, originally due to Elliott [28] , which should have "helical" long range order: consider a one dimensional plane rotor or N-vector, N^3 model with nearest neighbor ferromagnet coupling, J, and somewhat stronger second neighbor antiferromagnet coupling, K. It will have a helical ground state, i.e. in a ground state σ f σ ί + t =cosO for some ΘΦO, π depending on the exact value of J/K. Of course, this helical ordering won't persist to finite temperature in the one dimensional case, but if one adds two more dimensions with conventional nearest neighbor ferromagnetic couplings one expects helical order will persist. We do not see how to prove this with RP methods indeed, infrared bounds obtained by RP methods always seem to blow up at a single p while at least two p's are involved here due to the evenness of the function E p . We note that if one could prove an infrared bound, helical order would be proven since E p vanishes at precisely two p's with a zero of order p 2 . Finally, we summarize the contents of the remaining sections. In §2, we present an abstract framework for reflection positivity and provide the basic perturbation criteria which allow one to go from reflection positivity for uncoupled spins to reflection positivity for suitably coupled spins. In §3, we specialize to spin systems and examine two questions: about what kinds of planes does one have reflection positivity for the system of uncoupled spins, and what kinds of interactions obey the basic perturbation criteria of §2? In §4, we review and describe the two basic RP methods of proving phase transitions when one has reflection positivity about the large family of planes obtained by translating a basic family of planes. In §5, we discuss the applications to recover the Dyson and Kunz-Pfister results already mentioned.
Abstract Theory of Reflection Positivity
Reflection positivity was introduced in quantum field theory by Osterwalder and Schrader [30] and it has continued to play an important role there. Its significance in the study of phase transitions for lattice gases was realized in [10, 5, 9] , although we must emphasize that transfer matrix ideas are intimately connected with reflection positivity. Klein [25] has considered other abstractions in somewhat different contexts.
To understand the framework we are about to describe, it is useful to keep in mind a particular example, describing a chain of Ising spins, that is essentially that given in [10, 9] (we describe the example after the basic framework).
91 will be a real algebra (with unit) of observables. (We note that to say 9J is a real algebra does not preclude 91 from being, say, an algebra of complex valued functions:
ς 'reaΓ means that we only suppose that one can multiply by real scalars.) Below we will freely use and expand exponentials and use the Trotter-product formula (in cases where 5ί is non-abelian). In most applications these manipulations present no problem since 51 is usually finite dimensional. In III, we will deal with some unbounded operators and exercise some care on this point. We suppose we are given a linear functional A -><^> 0 on 51 with <1> 0 = 1. Given HE 51, we define in this example, we will not suppose this to be true in the abstract setting we will not even suppose that 51 + and 51 _ commute with each other, although it will turn out that there are no cases for which we can prove perturbed reflection positivity with non-mutually-commuting 51 + and 51 _ (with the exception of some Fermion systems). Proof. For simplicity, let us consider first the case where 51 is abelian even though it is a special case of the general situation we then discuss. Then, since Θ is a morphism 
Reflections in a Single Plane
In this section, we consider the case where 21 is an algebra of observables for a classical or quantum spin system on a lattice, < > 0 is an uncoupled expectation and θ is a reflection in a plane. We concentrate on two distinct questions which are connected with our discussion in the last section: a) When is < > 0 RP and/or GRP? b) What interactions lead to a Hamiltonian with -H = B + ΘB+ XQ0Q? We discuss the first question in a series of examples.
1) Reflections in a Plane Without Sites-Classical Case
We imagine the finite lattice A (which may be a torus) being divided by a plane π into two subsets Λ + (to the "right" of π) and A_, with no sites on π. There is some "reflection" r on A such that r takes A + into A_ and r 2 = 1. The "spin" at each site is a random variable taking values in a compact set K with some "a priori" Borel probability distribution dρ. Let 
Since S 2ί is abelian, < > 0 is GRP. This example includes the kind of classical system in [10] . Alternatively, we could allow 21, $1+ to be complex valued and then define
2) Reflections in a Plane Without Sites-" Real" Quantum Case
The setup is very similar to 1) but now for each IE A, we take a copy ^ of IR m with the natural inner product. One defines .$? =-(X) ^i and #?_ (resp. Jf + ) as the tensor 
3) Reflections in a Plane Without Sites-General Quantum Case
This is identical to the setup in (2) except for the fact that J^ is a copy of (Γ The fact that < > 0 is not RP does not stop it from being RP on a subalgebra indeed in the Heisenberg case, for functions of σ z s alone, it is RP. It could happen that for the usual (anisotropic) Heisenberg case, < > H is also RP on this subalgebra and this would lead to phase transitions in the two dimensional anisotropic case [9] . However, the failure of full GRP implies that our simple perturbation scheme of §2 will not yield a proof of this type of restricted RP.
4) Twisted Reflections in a Plane Without Sites
It is sometimes useful to define Θ with a "twist". For example, in the setup of 3), take m = 25+1 and take σ x , σ , σ z as the usual spin S spins i.e. σ z is diagonal and σ x ±iσ y are raising and lowering operators. Thus σ x , σ z are real and σ y is pure imaginary. Let U be the operator on jfL which rotates about the y axis by 180° at each site. Let Then for B = So < > 0 is RP and GRP. Moreover, 0(0^) = ~σ r (j) so that the antiferromagnet -H= -Σ σ ί σ j with a sum over nearest neighbors, is of the form B + ΘB <u> + Σ CβC^ This is essentially the method [4] used to discuss the antiferromagnet.
5} Reflections in a Plane Containing Sites-Classical Case
The setup is very similar to 1), but now there may be sites on π. Therefore we break up A into three pieces, A_ 9 /t 0 , A + corresponding to sites to the "left" of π, on π, and to the right of π. r now maps A + to A_ and leaves A Q invariant. 21 + (resp. 21 _) is the family of all functions of the spins in A Q uA + (resp. ΛLu/l 0 ) and for * = KWuΛo> θ*x = Xrv>eK + xK 0 . As before <G> 0 = f G Π^) and
Thus we have RP and GRP since 21 is abelian. This kind of reflection is mentioned in [9] and will play a major role in many of the examples in II.
6) Reflections in a Plane Containing Sites-"ReaΓ Quantum Case
The setup is as in 2) but with the modifications in 5). Thus ,^ = J>f_® Jf 0 ® 21+ is the linear span of the 1®A®B, and 2ί_ the one of the β® A® 1. We take 0(1®A®B) = B(S)A®1. Noticing that for C, an operator on ^0®^+ [the analog of (3.1)]:
where Tr^ is the partial trace on Jf + , we see that < > 0 is RP. In this case 21 + and 21 _ are not mutually commuting so that GRP is not automatic; indeed it is false.
in terms of the usual Pauli matrices. Then :
Since this example is not so far from what could arise when expanding realistic spin systems, we conclude that reflections in planes containing sites are not likely to be permitted for quantum spin systems, even "real" ones. We summarize the above examples in : Now we turn to the question of which interactions lead to Hamiltonians of the form -
To illustrate the ideas, we will first consider the case of pair interactions in one dimension and then more general cases. The main result is that the interaction has to be "reflection positive" for (3.2) to hold. The net result of the analysis and Theorem 2.1 is that < > H is RP if and only if the interaction is reflection positive. This is very reminiscent of theorems of Schoenberg [40] (see also [2, 12, 38] ) relating positive definiteness of e + tF to (conditional) positive definίteness of F, and, indeed, our results can be viewed as a special case of that circle of ideas (see Theorem 3.5).
We begin with consideration of spins σ_ n+1 , ...,σ n . We want to emphasize two features of (3.4). First J^O is not required. Secondly only the function J(j) = cδ ji obeys (3.4) and has bounded support.
In order to obtain the simplest result relating (3.2) to (3.3) we consider free boundary conditions : Remark. One half of this theorem is also contained in Hegerfeldt and Nappi [18] .
Proof. If J obeys (3.3), then J has a representation (3.4), so that A) In applications, it is useful to know that periodic boundary consitions lead to a state obeying OS positivity. Given m as above, we define for /' = 1, 2, . . . , 2m -1.
The Hamiltonian
is the Hamiltonian with periodic boundary conditions. If J has the form (3.4), then
so by the above arguments, -H = B + ΘB+ J [C(x)0C(x)]d^ (x) for suitable C's. We summarize in : In particular, β can be negative. The case β = -α/2(v -1) is of some subtlety and is discussed in detail in Paper II. To check (3.7) is equivalent to RP, we note that the function c, which has to be positive definite on ZΓ" 1 , has a Fourier transform v-1 pj so that the infimum occurs at Py = 0 (all 7) if β^O and at D) Some clarity is obtained by considering a lattice gas in a very general language, i.e. by allowing multi-particle interactions. We will not explicitly use Theorem 2.1, and the connection with Schoenberg's work on conditionally positive definite functions will be manifest.
At each sitejeZΓ we are given a copy K of some configuration space K and a fixed probability measure dρ(xj) on K Xj denotes a point in K . (For the mathematically inclined reader we remark that K is assumed to be a compact Hausdorff space, and dρ is chosen to be a regular Borel measure. In fact all our spaces, resp. measures will have these properties.)
It helps one's intuition to imagine that K is the two point set {1, -1), and dρ the measure assigning probability \ to 1 and -1. This will correspond to Ising models (see also Corollary 3.6, below).
Given From now on we shall always assume that Φ is reflection covariant, i.e.
(3.14)
for arbitrary X C Γ + .
Our aim is to state and prove a necessary and sufficient condition on an interaction Φ such that < -> (Φ, ρ dΛ ) is RP, for all RP b.c. ρ dΛ and all bounded, RS regions A.
We call an interaction CRN (for "conditionally reflection negative") if and only if X tr(FΘFΦ(X))^0, Remarks. 1) The class of (C)RN interactions Φ forms a convex cone. An analogous statement holds for RP b.c. By (3.13), the convex cone of RP b.c. is multiplicative. Furthermore, note that RP is stable under taking the thermodynamic limit A\TΓ through a sequence of RS regions A, with RP b.c. ρ dΛ . These facts and Theorem 3.5 represent a rather complete, mathematical characterization of RP Gibbs states in the classical case see also Corollary 3.6.
2) Generally, CRN interactions and periodic b.c. lead to RP Gibbs states (see also Proposition 3.4). If Φ obeys (3.17) and the periodic Gibbs states are RP, for all bounded hyper cubes A, then Φ must be RN.
Clearly, periodic b.c. lead to translation invariance, so that A is RS with respect to many different pairs of hyperplanes, and -if Φ(X + a) = τ a (Φ(X)} (translation invariance) -the Gibbs state is translation invariant. For these reasons translation invariant Φ's and periodic b.c. play an (annoyingly) important role in our theory. By condition (3.9), the only non-vanishing terms in the last three sums on the l.s. of this inequality fulfill the conditions J^ C Yur(Y+α), A^CY+αurY and X 3 C (Y+a)ur(Y-\-a) . Moreover XjnΓ+ Φ0, j = 1,2, 3. Applying now condition (3.17) we see that these three sums thend to 0 as a tends to oo in a direction for which F + + 0CF+, for all a of this direction. Thus
Since Yis an arbitrary, bounded set in F + , this proves Theorem
3.5(2).
3) Let P be an orthogonal projection on L 
/c
This observation combined with the spectral theorem for negative, (resp. positive) bounded operators and the relation Ψ k (Θ^y_) = (ΘΨ k )(y_) clearly proves Theorem 3.5(3). Π As an application of this general theory we consider a classical spin system with many body interactions. The classical spin at site i is denoted σ , and σ x = Π σ t . The expectation tr is chosen such that tr (σ x ) = 0 and tr (σ|) > 0, for all nonieX empty X. The interaction Φ is given by and, by (3.21) and (3.22) , this is non-negative. Since {z x } is arbitrary, it follows that J is RP.
2) Convexity is obvious. Given J and J', both RP, we define J" by Jχ = J x J' x , for allX.
By Schur's theorem J x is then also RP. Π Remark. There are plenty of RP J's with the property that J X ΦO, for subsets X containing an arbitrarly large number of sites. (As an excercise we recommend that the reader construct some explicit examples of this type.) As a largely open problem we propose to investigate the detailed geometric properties of the cone of RN interaction within one of the standard Banach spaces of interactions, [39] . Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 provide a rather satisfactory, general theory of RP Gibbs states for classical systems. See also [6] . In the quantum case no complete characterization of RP Gibbs states is available, yet.
The reader can check that Theorem 3.5/Corollary 3.6 includes results in Proposition 3.3 and its consequences via Theorem 2.1 as a special case. In particular, the following should be noted. In Proposition 3.3, we assumed that H has the form (3.2). This form was chosen so that the Gibbs state < >^H is RP for all β. If, instead, one starts with the apparently weaker requirement that < y βH is RP for all β, then Theorem 3.5.3) tells us that H has to be of the form (3.2).
Example. Consider a two-dimensional Ising model with 2, 3, and 4 body interactions. Let 
Chessboard Estimates and Infrared Domination
In this section, we review, systematize and extend the basic methods of [10, 4, 14, 9] which are based on the use of RP about a large number of planes. For this reason, we will have to work with periodic boundary conditions or directly in infinite volume. We begin by describing "chessboard estimates", then mention the way these can be used in connection with a Peierls argument, and finally discuss the method of infrared bounds. .2) is an expression of RP. 2. The statement and proof are patterned on [9] . For a discussion of its field theory forebears see [43] . For applications to Holder's inequality for matrices, see [6] .
3. It is a worthwhile exercise to prove this directly for the case 2n = 4, see [6, 43] .
4. By (4.2) the F(a ί ,...,a n ,ra n ,...,ra l ) are either all ^0 or all ^0. We can suppose the former without loss.
Proof. We first prove (4.3) and then it follows that || || is a semi-norm, since (4. 
Theorem 4.3. If A is the set in Theorem 4.2, < > is translation invariant and RP with respect to planes perpendicular to the coordinate axes but through the sites then for F.eΣ,
There are clearly quantum variants and variants with various oblique planes. Except for some discussion of the face centered cubic lattice at the close of this section we do not make these explicit. Reflections at oblique planes have also been used in [41, 17] .
To explain schematically the Peierls-chessboard method, consider a classical spin system and break up the configuration space K into pieces K l u . . . uK m . (For example, if K is finite, each K could be a single point. For the anisotropic classical Heisenberg model, K = unit sphere, and K 1 and K 2 are the two "polar caps" of the sphere, and K 3 is the temperate and tropical regions.) Let P ( i } be the function which is 1 (resp. 0) if σ α is in K j (resp. not in K. would exist and would be a matrix of rank at most k -1 with Σ a ίj = (Py^ Under j the given supposition it has rank at least k for β large. See also [9, 5] .
How does one show that (P We discuss this in detail in Paper II, but note that this often follows from symmetry, or by applying the chessboard estimate to obtain an upper bound on
Thus far, Peierls-type arguments have not been applicable in cases where a phase transition is accompanied by a spontaneously broken continuous symmetry. The only tool available is that invented in [10] : in the notation of Example 1 of § 3, let σ be a function on K, and let σ α be the function σ on the αth copy of K. 10) where the first sum is controlled by a Plancherel formula, and the second by (4.6).
With minimal regularity assumptions on £, so (4.9) holds. By an argument of Griffiths (see e.g. [4] ), (4.9) implies a first order phase transition with σ α as order parameter.
In certain quantum cases /where £ σ α and H do not commuted and, as we shall see below, for some other than simple, cubic lattices like the face centered cubic lattices, it is necessary or more convenient to rely not on (4.9) but rather on a direct infinite volume argument which is explained in detail in [5, 6, 4] . We note that sometimes (4.8) follows by a symmetry argument (e.g. in the classical Heisenberg model) but that in general one can try to use a chessboard argument to show, e.g. that Prob(σ^2D)^l/2 for β^β 0 .
The only known way of proving (4.6) is via a "Gaussian domination" or related estimate : Let K be a compact subset of IR N and let dρ be a measure on K. imply (4.6) with
Before proving this, we note that one point of the Definition (3.5) is that it makes E p independent of A for peΛ*.
Since the argument to go from (4.11) to (4.6) is only a mild extension of that in We next turn to a detailed investigation of (4.11). Example 4. Let < > be an expectation for a string of 6π spins with third neighbor ferromagnetic coupling. Then RP fails both for reflections about the midpoint of bonds and for reflections on sites. Since Z(/ι) is a product of three nearest neighbor 2π-point Z's, Gaussian domination for that case yields it for the case at hand.
Our final three examples show that special features of the J's and/or the single spin distributions can allow one to prove Gaussian domination without RP and/or translation invariance. We hasten to add that phase transitions will not occur in Examples 5-7. ]. An inequality of Horn [21] (see Corollary II.4.1 of [15] ) asserts that so that translation invariance and the argument in Theorem 4.1 show that max|Z(Jz f )| occurs when all /ι's are equal. Since Z(/1, . . . , h) = Z(0), the maximum is Z(0). As of now, this is the most widely applicable proof of Gaussian domination we know of.
We remind the reader that in the quantum case there is one additional complication in that Gaussian domination does not lead to a bound on <σ p σ_ p > but rather on a "Duhamel two point function", (σ p ,σ_ p ). This problem and its resolution are discussed in [4] , for the case of nearest neighbor interactions. The present generalization is straight forward. Finally, we want to mention a problem (and its resolution) that occurs for certain special models like the ones on face centered cubic lattices. The infinite volume lattice is reflection invariant about any plane which is the perpendicular bisector of a bond, but any finite volume cutoff will destroy many of these symmetries. The resolution is the following : Let < ) denote an infinite volume expectation and, given, {/? 7 } 7eZ v with only finitely many non-zero ή"s, let
If we can show that |#(/2 α )| ^ 1 for all h y , then by following the arguments in [10] one will get infinite volume infrared bounds and therefore long range order. To prove that |g(/7 α )|gl, one need only show that <•> has a kind of RP about each "bond" plane, i.e. that
where h' x (resp h'^) is obtained by taking h x on the left (resp. right) side of the plane and reflecting in the plane. Given (4.14) it is not hard to reduce the proof of We can see two ways of proving (4.14) . In cases where correlation inequalities are available, one can prove (4.14) for a given plane by taking a suitable sequence of " + boundary condition states" where the given plane cuts A exactly in half. Since the limit is independent of the sequence, (4.14) holds for the + boundary condition state. When correlation inequalities are not available, one can at least prove there are multiple phases for, if not, then all periodic states converge to a unique state which would then obey (4.14). If (σ^ x has a lower bound that is uniform in β one would obtain long range order : a contradiction !
Long Range Models
In [3] , Dyson showed that a spin 1/2 Ising model with J(n) = (l +|/7|)~α has a phase transition if 1 <α<2 (α> 1 is needed for sensible thermodynamics), and did not if 2 < α. His method works for any classical model with correlation inequalities such as the plane rotor model [13] . Using similar ideas, Kunz and Pfister [26] treated the two dimensional plane rotor model with J(n) = (\ + \n\)~\ proving a phase transition if 2 < α < 4.
In this section, we illustrate the general methods of this paper by recovering these results (many more examples are presented in [7, 8] ) and extending them in several directions: a) cases where correlation inequalities are unknown such as the classical Heisenberg model can be accomodated b) logarithmic improvements in Dyson's conditions are given c) certain quantum models are accomodated.
We give details in the one dimensional classical case and then treat two dimensions and quantum models in a few remarks. When correlation inequalities of Griffiths type are available, improvements of our results of the following sort are possible: If a phase transition is known for an RP J 0 which is also positive, it holds for any larger J even if the larger J is not RP. We suppose in all cases that £|J(π)|<x.
We begin our analysis with: Remarks. 1. The condition in a) is slightly weaker than the one that Dyson [3] needs for a phase transition. The condition in b) is slightly weaker than the one that Dyson [3] needs to prove that there is no phase transition in the I sing model b) will only imply the absence of continuous symmetry breaking. This is as it must be if the n~2 ίsing model has a phase transition (as is believed), since J(n) = n~2 obeys the conditions of b). Remark. If N = 1 (or if dρ is anisotropic in a suitable sense) but dρ is not even, there will be a phase transition in suitable external magnetic field when 1 < α < 2 see [10] or [7] .
We describe the extensions in a series of remarks : A) In two dimensions, the functions p*" 1 have OS positive Fourier transforms for α> -1. This follows from and the fact that (p 2 +m 2 )' 1 has an OS positive Fourier transform (free Euclidean field [30, 42] ). Since x~β (0</3<2) has a Fourier transform c β p 2~β , we see that 77 1 "^ is RP for 0<β<2 by Theorem 5.3a). Then by Theorem 5.3b), we conclude that \n\~β is RP for all /?>0. Calculations similar to those above show that in 2 dimensions, §dp/E p <cc if ^ 77~6J(77)~1 <oc and for J(/7) = /t~4, an explicit calculation involving periodic Green's functions for -A [and the fact that zl(r -2 )-r~4 at x] shows that E p ^p 2 logp + 0(p 2 ) at p = 0, so Jrfp/£ p =x in that case. We thus obtain : Theorem 5.7. // dρ^6(p) is a measure on IR N symmetric under σ-*-σ, and J(n) = n~y\ then there is a first order phase transition for 2<α<4, in the twodimensional spin model This result is of interest only in isotropic cases. B) It is easy to prove first order phase transitions in suitable quantum systems which are simultaneously real by using the method of [4] . In order for that method to be applicable one must check an algebraic condition; in particular some double commutator should not be large. There are two cases where this condition is easy to verify: in anisotropic models, such as σ x σ x + εσ y σ v with ε<l, the double commutator is always small at low temperatures, and in a classical limit, like S->oo in Heisenberg models, the double commutator is small, for S sufficiently large, [4] . We conclude: 
